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Vrijthof 2
Vrijthof 3
Vrijthof 5
Vrijthof 6
Vrijthof 7
Vrijthof 8
Vrijthof 9
Vrijthof 10

Bistro Jovial
Monopole
Nieuw Bruin
Brittanique
Aux Pays Bas
Momus/Dino’s
Vrijthof 9
Old Dutch

Vrijthof 11
Vrijthof 12
Vrijthof 13
Vrijthof 14/15
Vrijthof 15A
Vrijthof 16
Vrijthof 29
Vrijthof 31

Azië Tapas
Corner Bakery
D’n Ingel
In den Ouden Vogelstruys
Basilica
Il Bacaro
Gio’s
Vrienden v/h Vrijthof

Vrijthof 35
Vrijthof 36
Vrijthof 47
Vrijthof 50
Vrijthof 52

Perroen
Groote Societeit
Theater a/h Vrijthof
Le Theatre Hotel
Gauchos

HOUSE REGULATIONS FOR TERRACE/DINNER PACKAGE

TASTING ANDRÉ
RIEU
omic concert experience
An amazing gastron

André Rieu and the restaurants around the Vrijthof square welcome you warmly to the famous open
air summer concerts at the Vrijthof by André and his Johann Strauss Orchestra. You will have the
opportunity to enjoy a wonderful gastronomic concert experience. With just one single ticket you may
enjoy a wonderful concert in the amazing atmosphere of the Netherlands’ most beautiful city square,
while enjoying a delicious three-course dinner.

• Once again, we hope that you will have an extremely pleasurable evening (this is of course the
whole idea of the event), but please be considerate of other concertgoers. In the event of nuisance,
your hosts are entitled to prohibit you from further access to the terraces. You will have no right to
reimbursement of the costs.
• If you attend the concert with a terrace ticket, in most cases you will not have a direct view of
the stage, but you will still be able to enjoy the concert perfectly well using the screens and sound
installation. It’s prohibited to leave the terrace and to stand in front of the fencing or the stage, as
this will bother the other spectators.

As you know, many people take care not to miss this extraordinary opportunity, and there will once
again be more than 10,000 visitors on the Vrijthof square during the concerts. To make sure everything goes smoothly, we would like to inform you about the applicable house regulations. If everyone
complies to these simple rules, nothing should stand in the way of a carefree and enjoyable time for
you and those around you.

• Even if the weather conditions are not that good, André will perform as if the sky is blue and full
of sunshine. If it rains during dinner, you will either be offered a place inside, or the parasols on the
terrace will keep you dry. During the concert the parasols will be taken down, as they otherwise would
interrupt your view of the stage or the screens. Umbrellas are not permitted. Please keep this in mind
and make sure you have suitable rainproof clothing with you.

• The restaurant you are attending is responsible for ticket sales as well as the contents of the
three-course dinner.

• Spectators who have been provided with a seat on the carriageway part of the Vrijthof square
should take into account that this particular part of the terrace has to be vacated no later than
30 minutes after the end of the concert because of releasing the roadway for vehicular traffic. This
measure is taken for your safety. Naturally you will still be very welcome in the normal terrace areas:
for this purpose we simply ask everyone to move up a little to allow sufficient space.

• You are welcome on the Vrijthof square from 6.30 p.m. Dinner will be served at 7.00 p.m. On arrival,
please report to the waiting staff who will escort you to your seats. Most likely, the diner tables will
have more seating places than the number of seats you have ordered, and therefore it is highly likely
that you will be sharing your table with other guests. If you are on the Vrijthof square before 5.30 p.m.
you will friendly be asked to leave the square from 5.30 to 6.30 p.m.
• Please note that there is no table service during the concert. Orders may only be placed before and
after the concert and during the interval. So be sure to order before the beginning of the concert!
• André Rieu will transform the entire Vrijthof square into one big concert hall. To achieve the best
artistic performance, he needs your fullest attention. Do not hide your enthusiasm or appreciation,
but please do not disturb the other guests around you. Please only leave your seat during the interval
(except, of course, for the delights of a waltz at the outer edge of the terrace) and do not have loud
conversations with others at your table during the performances. It goes without saying that you are
free to enjoy the concert to the fullest, but when it comes to partying, you will have ample opportunity
after the concert.

• André Rieu Productions B.V. is entitled to make image and/or sound recordings of the event. By
attending the event, you irrevocably and unconditionally agree to possibly being recorded. To the
extent you could invoke any intellectual property rights, including copyrights and/or neighbouring
rights, with respect to those recordings, you hereby fully, irrevocably and unconditionally transfer all
current and future worldwide, unlimited rights, including intellectual property rights, to André Rieu
Productions B.V. Persons appearing in the recording may not claim any compensation or fee.
• Pets are not allowed, with the exception of certified guide dogs and assistance dogs.
• The normal house regulations for the André Rieu Vrijthof concerts will be applicable to all spectators throughout the evening.

erful concert!
We wish you ‘bon appetit ’ and a wond

